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Reviews
Need Tarot Card Reading

December 24, 2015

"Will def use Ron again !! Was spot on with everything"
Aston M.

Thank you Aston. Thank you for the opportunity.

Need psychic reading

December 4, 2015

Thank you for your kind review.
Don C.

Need Tarot Card Reading

November 30, 2015

"I just had my first reading with Ron, and it was literally mind blowing. It felt like I was just chatting
with a friend. He was so open and very calming. I adore his personality as well; he's so funny! I
Maya C.

cant wait to read with him again as, hopefully, his predictions pan out. Thanks for the great
advice!"
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Thank you, Maya for the generous review. I totally appreciate it. And my pleasure on the
advice Spirit inspired me to express to you. :)

Need a Tarot Card Reader

November 24, 2015

"Ron is such a compassionate reader and relays Spirit's messages clearly. Two of his past
predictions have came to pass for me. I am just waiting to see if this last reading's predictions work
Musudine W.

out as well."

Thank you Musudine for the kind words and for your kind review!

Need Spiritual Counseling

November 19, 2015

"A great relaxing communication experience and a chance to open up about hopes and fears as
well as reevaluate your goals."
Xinzhu F.
Thank you Xinzhu! It was nice meeting you. And a privilege to have done your reading.

Need Spiritual Counselor

November 12, 2015

Thank you, Scott for the opportunity and for your kind review.
Scott R.
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Need Spiritual Counseling

November 3, 2015

"Ron was very easy to talk to and helpful. I would like to have a more in depth reading with him
very soon in regards to my loved ones. So if that's possible please let me know. Ron gave me
Teniecia R.

satisfaction that I was on the right track with life and he was also able to see that I was going in
circles with a few things as well, I will definitely give Ron a call in the near future, and I appreciate
your service and honesty."

Thank you so much for the kind words, Teniecia! Yes it's possible to have more readings
with me. When you're ready, you can schedule yourself as you have already done through
my website, www.ronsspiritualreadings.com, and click on the "Book Us Online" button :)
Looking forward to do your next insightful reading!

Offsite review

October 25, 2015

"I've had two readings with Ron thus far, and others I have recommended him to have also been
very satisfied.
Julie V.

He uses a practical, spiritled approach, utilizing tarot cards as a basis for divination.
There are a lot of gifted people out there who offer services similar to Ron's, and I have had
experience with readings in many different forms and from different spiritual traditions, but there
are a few reason why I would choose Ron over other readers as a "goto" person when I really
need more insight on something in particular.
Firstly, he is accurate. During both readings I experienced moments of him being spoton and
moments where things didn't seem to make sense or seemed off. I always take notes during
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readings, and when I went back the next day after my first reading and read over them I saw that
he was in fact correct in his assessments things just hadn't clicked right away at the time. As far
as future events, I've already been able to check off a few things which have come to pass.
Another thing is timing. Some readers are very accurate and specific, but the events they predict
and things they are able to see are on a widely variable timeline. While no one can tell you exactly
when something is going to happen, Ron doesn't deal in farflung, amorphous predictions. He
seems to be very good with the here and now, and immediate to relatively near future.
His style is great. He's just a really nice guy in general, which comes through immediately, and he
reads from a place of compassion, and a genuine desire to help people. He is kind and down to
earth, but also very direct and honest.
Finally, I really like that he gives advice or "homework." It's never judgmental or "telling you what to
do" from a holier than thou place rather, he gives practical suggestions based on what he sees
and what your desired outcomes are. This advice can be very empowering if you are open to it
I've already followed his suggestions in regards to a couple of things, and they have been very
helpful. To be clear, this isn't the typical advice that a friend might give it comes from a special
kind of insight (and I can attest to this because during my first reading I was very general in my
questions, not giving background, and it was he who was able to pull all the details out on his
own).
All in all, Ron is really a wonderful resource, and if you can go into the experience with an open
mind and heart (and are willing to reflect and let things sink in even after the reading is finished,
and do your "homework"), I can guarantee you'll have a satisfying experience."

I'm so humbled. Thank you so much for the kind words. As you know I give credit to Spirit
yet on His behalf thank you for acknowledging these messages from Him through me to
you. As I utter the clarity and insight you seek you hear them as the 'revelations' you
needed to hear at that point in time during your reading. thank you again for this kind
review.
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Offsite review

October 25, 2015

"Wow, I am blown away by my first reading with Ron. He tapped into so many happenings in my
outer and inner world with staggering precision. Moreover, he gave me very clear, tangible tools
Julie P.

for addressing the issues that arose in the reading. It was a tothepoint, grounded in the real
world, "this is what is happening" reading but delivered in a language of mysticism and magic that
as a spiritual seeker, I really crave. I think a good spiritual reader shows you your circumstances
and energy around you but reminds you that at the end of the day, you are in your own power and
have the ability to steer your own ship as best you can. I love his style. Have already sent a friend
to him who is as equally a happy customer as I."

Thank you so much, Julie, for the kind words. I give credit to Spirit for enabling and
inspiring to relay these insights to you. Thank you for allowing these revelations to unfold
and for having great faith in me and Spirit to reveal what you needed to know at that point
in time. :)

Offsite review

October 19, 2015

"Ron is really a great medium... I went in with my girlfriend and was somewhat skeptical about his
abilities, but left knowing that he does have an amazing gift.. He is completely up front about what
Mark M.

he can do for you and very good at explaining them. Will definitely get another read from him
either over the phone or in person again.."

Mark I totally appreciate this. Thank you for the opportunity for allowing me to read for you
and your wife. It was such a blessing and a privilege.
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Need Spiritual Counseling

October 17, 2015

"I just finished a review with Ron. I'll be honest in my review.
Susovan P.

1) He tries honestly to help you through his reading.
2) He's gracious with his time. He gave me some extra time, without extra charge.
3) From my intuition, he's correct about the woman I've recently been with, what he said crossed
my mind too, however couldn't validate. His reading helps me in that.
4) Professional and personal life reading, for which I gave him nearly 15 minutes: his starting was
generic with may be a bit relation to what's going on now. His future predictions: I've to wait to see.
But thank you!"

Thank you so much for your honesty, Susovan and thank you for your kind review.

Need Tarot Card Reader

October 11, 2015

"I'm so pleased with the reading from Ronaldo. I felt very relaxed through my reading. Ronaldo
touched points in my reading that no
Marie T.

one knew other than myself. I like the fact that he is straight to the point and very accurate.
Ronaldo I'll be scheduling another session. Thank you for the excellent service that you provided
for me."

Marie, it was such a pleasure to have met you over the phone and so much more
pleasure for you to have given me this opportunity to read for you. And thank for the kind
https://www.thumbtack.com/profile/reviews
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review!

Offsite review

October 4, 2015

"I had a past life reading with Ron. It was my first time meeting Ron, my first tarot card reading and
my first past life reading. I had few expectations and wasn't even sure why I felt I needed this
gitte k.

reading.
I immediately felt comfortable with Ron, he has a kind, gentle, sincere and generous nature. The
evening was delightful and interesting, exploring how the chosen past life related to my current life,
and I appreciated this new perspective. Much information resonated with my self knowledge and
he shed light on some unexplored corners. It also became clear why I needed that reading just
then.
The reading branched in a number of different directions, it was fascinating how Ron was able to
read those cards and make so much sense. I was able to ask questions along the way and help
guide the reading to areas that interested me. I am still learning new things now as I listen to the
recording of the session, and I realize how much more I wish to learn through Ron!"

Gitte it was such a pleasure and a privilege to have met you and for allowing me to read
for you. I thank Spirit for making it possible for you to be able receive these spiritual
messages which you needed to hear at that point in time. Thank you for the kind words.

Offsite review

October 2, 2015

"I had my very first, ever, reading with any type of spiritual adviser. I'm so glad I waited until I could
do my reading with Ron. He put me completely at ease. He was also accurate with the direction in
Lisa H.

my life and my important relationships. He assured me my life and my career are heading down a
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great path.
Ron was able describe my relationship with my husband to a T. I do very much admire my
husband and he does support me returning to school. We have an aura of pure love around us  I
think this made me the happiest out of the whole reading. :D
I would highly recommend Ron to anyone looking for spiritual advise. Thank you so much, Ron!
Lisa Hinkle  Cuyahoga Falls, OH"

Thank you Lisa!!! Totally appreciate this. I give credit to Spirit and being grateful for you as
well for the opportunity. Your reading was truly a blessing to me and again the kind words
for this great review is very much appreciated.

Offsite review

September 20, 2015

"I signed up for this reading as a blank slateI've never had a reading done and came into the
experience expecting nothing. To say that I was blown away would be an understatement. Ron
Tina C.

and I talked about things I have been mulling over for awhile but have never told anyone. He
intuitively knew what I was mental struggling with and offered some real insight and understanding.
We had an immediate insight into my life and I could feel the connection and insight he had. The
reading really helped "reset and reaffirm" the path I am taking and I can't speak highly enough of
the experience. I am now a believer!"

Thank you so much, Tina, for the kind review. I totally appreciate this. It was such a
pleasure to read for you. :)
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Need a Tarot Card Reader

September 14, 2015

"This is my second reading with Ron and I have excellent experiences each time. Ron was on
point with all the questions I had about the guy I like. Ron said it wasn't over between us and isn't.
Deleeshus L.

The guy I like spent some time with me the day after my reading."

Thank you Deleeshus!!! So awesome of you to have said these kind words.

Need psychic reading

September 11, 2015

"Ron is amazing! Very genuine person with a huge heart. You have helped me through so much.
Thank you. Much love... princess"
Misty P.
Thank Misty!! Thank you, Princess! Totally appreciate the kind words. :)

Need a Tarot Card Reader

August 31, 2015

"I've been receiving psychic and tarot readings for many years, and my reading with Ron was the
best I've ever had. He is very articulate and relays what you need to hear with compassion and
Judy K.

clarity. He covered a lot of material in our one reading. It was so helpful! Looking forward to talking
with him again soon!"

Thank you so much, Judy! Totally appreciate the kind review.
https://www.thumbtack.com/profile/reviews
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Need a Tarot Card Reader

August 27, 2015

"I've been meaning to leave Ron an amazing review for some time now after my experience with
him but as each day passed I've found that everything he had said, even the most unbelievable
Lynn D.

things to be coming true. Normally I'd wait a little longer to give a full description as to how
amazingly accurate he is but time for me is of the essence. I apologize now for this may get
lengthy and I intend to sum most of this up but just in case, I want others to be fully aware of how
great his ability is.
id love nothing more than to burden everyone with my long story (we had a 1.5hr session) and
explain in detail how everything he said Floored me due to his incredible ability to hit the nail on
the head but for this review I'm going to discuss the things he spoke of that I truly didn't
understand or see coming. A little bit about myself, I'm a 33 yo registered nurse and mother of 3. I
work an incredibly difficult work schedule that would shock even the hardest workers. Ron had
pointed that out and asked if I may be in some financial trouble. I could see how that could be
taken that way with my schedule but I ensured him I was financially stable and explained to him
why I was working the hours/shifts that I was. Islam explained how I've been looking for another
position due to this. He did assure me that he say orthopedics in my future. I won't lie, I prolly
made the most disgusted look Anyones ever seen. Ortho? Not for me! Lol I'm a psych nurse and
thrive for anything critical care related so I've been progressing towards emergency room care.
Still, he wouldn't let it go that he seen me in something ortho related. This reading all took place
while vacationing with my children and I never dreamt I'd even think of having a reading but my
oldest suggested it out of nowhere. And so I did my homework and contacted Ron as he had the
best reviews. Let's fast forward to the NOW... It's been 2 weeks since our talk and I've already
seen so many things come to light that he'd said would but this one with my job, (him seeing me in
ortho) was by far the most unbelievable so I'm dedicating this review to just that one tiny topic. It's
now 2 weeks later, I went back to work but not for long. I was in fact turned down for the ER job
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but just as he suggested, I keep pursuing it. This past Friday I went for my normal run and all was
well. Saturday I woke up and headed into work. I was stiff but contributed that to my run. The pain
became unbearable and I had to leave work. I haven't been back since. I dealt with excruciating
pain in my lower back the remained of the weekend. I was unable to even walk. My brother came
to care for me and took me to see my doctor. She ran tests and it turns out I've found his
correlation with ortho. I'm not the nurse on the ortho floor but currently the patient. Xrays came
back horrendous and I'm scheduled for an MRI on Tuesday. The pain is unbearable and at times I
think of how being paralyzed would possibly lessen the pain. I get angry and I scream and cry
when I'm home alone bc it's the only time I can allow myself to break down without my children
seeing the pain. But today after I got so angry and wondered what I did to deserve this I found
myself laughing. I remembered Ron telling me not to give up and no matter what, he saw me in
ortho. Well, I can't believe that this is the end of my career but what I can believe is that I know
enough about the spine and ortho to make it a career. I'm positive that I'll recover one way or
another and I'll be back in the game to help others. He also spoke of my mother whom I haven't
had contact with in years and he said I wouldn't for a few more years yet. But something I didn't
share with him about her and I were the fact that she also has tremendous ortho issues. So bad in
fact that it's caused her to become a very mean person, abusive even. So I wonder to myself....
Am I living the same pain my mother is and has her whole adult life so I can sympathize a tiny bit
with her? It's going to take a whole lot more than pain to understand her abusive ways. But is this
the turning point in my life? Is this the road I must go down to change my career path in life and to
be better suited to make amends with the mother I truly have no desire to communicate with? So
I'm currently where he said He saw me. Financially unstable and in ortho.
He also spoke of Arche angel michael and how he's been watching over me which made me
jump(literally). The reason being.... For the past 2years I've been trying to get back into my
drawings as a form of tension release. The part that makes what he said so UNREAL is the fact
that all I've been able to draw is Michael the Arche angel!! Idk why. It's not like I have a picture of
him around my house, I'm not religious even, and I couldn't tell you even why I choose michael to
draw but I did, several times!
There's so much more I could share but I just want to get my point across to who ever is out there
https://www.thumbtack.com/profile/reviews
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looking at reviews, trying to gauge if he's credible, to know that he's worth way for than the $55 I
paid for 1.5 hrs. I also HIGHLY recommend paying the extra $10 for the DVD of the conversation
so that you can go back and listen to it all over again. Trust meyou'll forget 75%of what he's said
because you'll be so blown away by what he's telling you.
Ron, thank you so much for everything. Idk why I contacted you but I did and I'm greatful. I hope to
be speaking to you again soon as I'd love to hear some brightening news to my declining medical
condition. Best of luck. HUGSxoxo
Lynn"

Thank you so much Lynn for taking the time and energy to write this fabulous and kind
review. Bless your heart! Your shared experiences and thoughts above are totally
appreciated. How you wrote this influenced me in positive ways that you can only imagine.
Thank you so much again for the kind words.

Need Tarot Card Reader

August 25, 2015

"He is very friendly and welcoming. He tailored my time to get the most of my reading which was
well needed! Reading was very accurate and helpful. Will be scheduling with him in future and
Jessica H.

already recommended to my sister :)"

Thank you so much, Jessica!
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Need Tarot Card Reader

August 21, 2015

Thank you Sergio!! Totally appreciate your review.
Sergio F.

Need Tarot Card Reader

August 17, 2015

Thank you Farah!!! It was nice meeting you.
Farah K.

Offsite review

August 16, 2015

"My boyfriend and I found Ron through google and we are really happy that we did! Since this was
our first tarot card reading ever, we wanted it to be just right and after seeing the reviews for Ron
Sarah C.

being outstanding, we knew he was the one to go to.
First I will talk about booking the appointment. We booked at the last minute and Ron was very
flexible about fitting us in. I thought we had to wait a few days to get a reading but he actually
managed to fit us in on the same day which was really great!
Ron also agreed to do multiple readings for me, my boyfriend, and my boyfriend’s sister; just as
long as we were ok with the wait for each person.
Upon arriving to our appointment, Ron truly made us feel welcomed. I will admit, I was a bit
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nervous since I had no idea what to expect from this kind of session but he greeted us with open
arms. If there is anything I liked most about Ron is that he had such a great sense of humor which
made all of us feel comfortable.
During the session, I was first to get a reading, and the first thing Ron told me that was on point, is
that I liked to be alone and I truly do. It's been like this for years, and it was amazing how he said it
so unexpectedly. He also brought up a sensitive topic regarding my mom who had just recently
relapsed with alcohol. He confirmed her state of depression and disappointment with my father
and told me that although I may want to distant myself from her, it's my life purpose to support her.
These are the exact thoughts I have been contemplating these past few days and it was great to
have some clarity on it!
He was also able to confirm that where my profession is concerned, which is blogging, that I feel at
times like I'm going in circles which is very true yet he told me that blogging is my calling so I can
help others. He also told me that one day I will publish a book. This shocked me because I actually
am writing a book right now. Although it is not done yet, my intentions are to publish it within the
year!
Overall, my reading with Ron, along with my boyfriend and his sister, was very insightful and
accurate. I never felt rushed, or pressured into agreeing with something he said and because of
this, we will definitely be returning for more readings! I am glad we decided to go with him for our
first reading.
Our reading took nearly 34 hours and at times I worried that we were taking up his time, but Ron
made us feel comfortable throughout the entire process. He also gave us a group discount which
was wonderful and completely unexpected!
I truly recommend seeing Ron. He is very professional with his work, accurate as well, and truly
has a gift that has left me inspired. We will definitely be returning for future readings!"
https://www.thumbtack.com/profile/reviews
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Thank you so much, Sarah for all these kind words. It was my pleasure to have been able
to read for all of you. I look forward to reading for all you again!

Need Spiritual Counselor

July 27, 2015

"I seldom leave reviews unless I'm truly impressed with something. Where do i begin on the
incredible reading i received from Ron! He has an amazing personality and puts you at ease
Shannon L.

immediately. I truly felt as if i were speaking to a friend ive know for many years! He was dead on
with my self awareness and emotional issues im currently battling. He knew of my upcoming trip
next week. He was correct in describing my mother, her addiction, and the fact that we haven't
spoken in 2 years. Even hers and my brothers zodiac signs. He was accurate with things he saw in
my marriage, that only my husband and i know about! He described my 10 yr old's personality to a
"T" and the kind of relationship we have. My highlight of that reading would be the messages i
received from loved ones that had passed on. The first was my son whom i lost to miscarriage
nearly 11 years ago. (Ron and I both got goose bumps at the same time) He spoke of a promise i
had broken to myself about finishing school. He was right again, i never received my GED because
my daughter was born the weekend i was scheduled to take the test! I now feel closer to a child i
never had the privilege of knowing. The second person whom i literally screamed at in my head
and willed to come to me was my grand father. I was so worried i wouldn't hear from him. This is
the man who raised me, who instilled manners and amazing values into me. Who taught me to
stand up for myself, fish, ride horses, always keep my word, and love with a fierceness. (I have
tears typing this) I stayed by his side and took care of him until he passed when i was 15. Its been
14 years now and my heart still aches for him. More than anything i needed to know that i had
made him proud with what ive done and accomplished in my life so far. A question that has
haunted me for years! And something my parents refuse to tell me.The relief from hearing that
message from him is indescribable! I needed that, more than anything.
THANK YOU RON! Thank you for all you did for me. Thank you for putting my mind at ease.
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Thank you for connecting me with my grand father and son. You worked amazingly with me and
im forever grateful for you. I wish you all the best. I promise i will be back!
P.S. I had the perfect opportunity to be spontaneous yesterday. We went to a Sushi house! It was
pretty good too. Im sure my husband is secretly thanking you for that one! lol"

Thank you so much Shannon for sharing all this. Thank you so much for taking the time to
write down your feelings and experiences that pertain to your reading. Thanks you so
much for the kind words. And you're very welcome!!

Need Spiritual Counselor

July 24, 2015

"Good to know I'm on the right path!"
Dennis B.

Yes you are! :) and I thank Spirit for providing that information regarding your destiny
path.

Need tarot card reader

July 22, 2015

"A wonderful experience, Ron gave me a lot of guidance and gave me a plan for bringing what I
need into my life. He helped me figure out what direction I should be going in, and predicted that
Jesse G.

going back to school is a good idea"

I'm so glad to hear that you received clarity and insight from your reading. Thank you for
the kind words. Thank you for the opportunity.
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Offsite review

July 22, 2015

"I thoroughly enjoyed my reading with Ron! Immediately upon talking to Ron I loved his energy and
sense of humor. I was able to enjoy my very first reading with ease and comfort, because of his
Onica O.

kind spirit. Definitely my go to guy from here on out!"

Onica, thank you for the opportunity. And I'm glad to hear that the reading Spirit allowed
me to give you was a very positive one for you.

Need Spiritual Counselor

July 22, 2015

"He helped me tune in a little better to own talents. He went over my future love life and shared
some of his stories, too. Funny and easy to talk to!"
Arielle A.
Arielle, thank you so much for those nice words. I totally appreciate it!

Need a Tarot Card Reader

July 6, 2015

"Very patient. I took notes and a week later, when I ran into the situation, read my notes. It was
there, the message Ron gave me. The purpose of my reading was career and it really helped.
Cynthia M.

Thank you Ron"

Thank you Cindy!! I totally appreciate the kind words.
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Offsite review

July 3, 2015

"Ron is incredibly wellattuned to the querent's energy levels and is very compassionate in
delivering his spiritual readings. One of the things that makes Ron such an impressive reader is
Miranda B.

that he not only provides interpretations of the cards, but ideas for how to implement them. When
Ron read for me, I felt as though I was both receiving advice from the tarot and from a life coach
or counselor. He has a real psychological aspect that he employs which I found to be
extraordinarily helpful. Additionally, while Ron conducted my reading over the phone, I could sense
a real connection even through that medium, and was amazed by his level of intuition  when we
were not even in the same room! Ron is someone whom I felt comfortable with immediately, and I
would certainly trust him again to read my cards and provide insights on my life. Thank you, Ron!"

Thank you Miranda! I feel humbled for the kind words you expressed. May continue to
spiritual grow and glow!!

Need a Psychic

June 30, 2015

"Ron is a great reader. So for he has been on the money with all of my questions. I recommend
him to anyone that wants a reading. I enjoy his readings so much, I get a reading quite often. He is
Carlrolette J.

very accurate."

Thank you, CJ!! Totally appreciate that and appreciate you as well for returning to me
regularly. I enjoy giving readings to you as well!
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Need Tarot Card Reader

June 29, 2015

"I'm more than happy with the reading I received from Ronaldo, he's definitely worthy of spending
your money, he told me very imformitive information, and I look forward to watching it, at some
Melanie P.

point in my life come intuition. I will be scheduling another reading very soon, because I finally
found a reader, I connected with, have good vibes from and, not all about the money and
genuinely want to a please his client, while at the same time helping you with life choices. By solely
telling you the truth, rather only the good. Your going to receive both perspectives whether it's
good or bad, but from him you will know. Thank you so much Ronaldo, I'll definitely be talking to
you sooner than later. If your thinking or not you should have a reading, Do So! don't hesitate at all
"Well worth it. ""

Thank you so much for the kind words. I'm obligated to express only what I see Spirit is
relaying for my client through the spiritual symbols presented to them. Thank you as well
for allowing me the opportunity to spiritually assist.

Need a Tarot Card Reader

June 19, 2015

"Ron is a very nice person and very detailed. Went out of the way and completed my reading
although we ran out of time. Provided me with hope and motivation which I needed badly. The
Ayan G.

reading went well and was pretty accurate in terms of my past and present situation. Will definitely
recommend."

Thank you, Ayan. I felt honored to have been able to spiritually read for you. And thank
you for the kind words.
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Need Tarot Card Reader

June 16, 2015

"Just had a reading not a minute ago and had to leave this review for Ron. What Ron did was to
help identify and clarify my issues I asked and didn't ask. He is really here to help those who seek
Andrew H.

him and it's refreshing in a psychic of this age. I left feeling at peace and clear of my life path and
decisions to make. Will definitely visit again!!"

Thank you, Andrew for the kind words. I felt privileged to have been by you and Spirit to
do your reading. May you path be filled with light and wisdom. And I hope to meet again!

Need tarot card reading

June 12, 2015

"My experience with Ronaldo was amazing. He made me feel welcomed, I was comfortable and
relaxed. He was professional and easy to tall to; you get the feeling your speaking to a friend and
Jocelyn C.

not someone you just met. The Tarot reading was an experience I will never forget and I will
forever be grateful. His reading provided me with so much clarity regarding the obstacles in my
path and how to over come them. I would recommend Ronaldo's services to anyone. Thank you
Ronaldo."

Thank you, Jocelyn for the opportunity and for the encouraging words. I looking forward to
seeing you again in the future. Take care young lady!

Offsite review

June 12, 2015

"Ron was very engaging, honest and supportive during our phone reading. He gave me his full
attention and then some. And his intuitive hits were right on. His ability to relay Spirit's message
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Cindy S.

without coloring it with his opinion is admirable. I am very grateful to have Ron in my life!"

Thank you, Cindy! It was very intriguing and a privilege to have read for another psychic.
Hope to meet face to face one day!

Need a Psychic

May 17, 2015

"I am not really sure if his prediction is accurate because of what he said about my past and
present have nothing to do with me."
Wuthy C.
Wuthy on 22 May u emailed me and stated the following:
"Thank you Ronaldo. I just want to let you know, I got the job and it is in the "funeral and
cemetery business". I think when you said I'll get the job in religious establishment, I
believe this is it. You are right."
As u can see my prediction came true. Thank you for letting me know. I'm so happy for
you!!!
Also I can only express and share what I seeno more no less. That part is my job. Your
job was to validate what I see. Obviously you weren't able to validate that part about that
male figure. You said you didn't have any while you were growing upthat you were only
surrounded by females. If you weren't able to relate then I don't know what else to say
other than I hope that you would remember because that male figure had an important
lesson or teaching that could possibly help you today. As far as the rest of your reading, I
remember being in the ball park. Anyway I wish you well. And congrats again for being
hired!
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Need a Psychic

May 14, 2015

"Great job..thank you for everything ..U know my English is little but I need to tell you are so asome
and friendly person..I fell peaceful after the readying and finally I can sleep ..U have a good
Susana R.

connection and patience with me and I trust you on everything U said...I hope you understand me
..thanks again and God bless you.."

Thank you, Susana. It was a pleasure doing your reading. You were receptive and open
to your afterlife communication experience which helps. I'm glad I was able to see the
visions that helped validate the spiritual presence of your beloved boyfriend who died
recentlythat I was able to express things only you and him would know which ultimately
gave you the assurance you were seeking and that he's ok on the other side. Thank you
for the opportunity!

Need astrologer

May 13, 2015

"Ron was great. He was very patient with me. His reading was ON point. He gave great advise. I
love Ron! Thank you Ron for all your help."
Sharon O.
Thank you Sharon for the opportunity. I only say what I see and strive not to hold anything
back even if I don't understand itbut I figured my clients would be able to relate to them if
I can't. All I know is you heard what you need to hear at that point in time. Thanks again
for reaching out to me.
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Need psychic reading

May 9, 2015

"I feel like I've made a new friend :) I thoroughly enjoyed every minute of my one and a half hour
session with Ron. RIght off the bat he talked about people in my life in a very accurate way. We
Jill E.

just scratched the surface of my curiosity in that reading and will be scheduling another one soon. I
feel like I'm operating on a higher level of awareness since the reading a few nights ago. Jill"

We definitely connected right from the very beginning as if I've known you for years! Spirit
never ceases to surprise me. You are more than welcome to come back for more spiritual
insight. Truly enjoyed your reading like most of my clients.

Need psychic reading

Venice B.

May 7, 2015

Thank you for the opportunity, Venice. I should have encouraged you to purchase the 1.5
hour reading versus the 30 minute reading that you requested. Squeezing in an 'AfterLife
Communication', prediction based questions, and a general reading all within 30 minutes
was just way too short of a period of time to adequately connect with Spirit and deliver the
detailed spiritual insight that you rightfully deserve. I felt rushed and pressured which was
my fault not yourslesson learned. If you wish, I would like to offer you another reading, a
free reading, for 1.5 hours on me. :)

Need a Psychic Reader

May 1, 2015

"Very detailed, for the first time I feel like I got great information from a reader. I do recommend
him, and will definitely call again."
Marie J.
Thank you so much, Marie. Totally appreciate the opportunity to allow me to assist you
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spiritually.

Need psychic reading

April 29, 2015

"It was a great experience! I'm truly grateful for the information he provided for my life. It will help
me move forward. He genuinely cares for you and your journey. I will definitely be using his
Liz C.

services again. Thank you, Ron!"

Thanks Liz! I'm glad it was a positive experience for you and I am very grateful to Spirit to
be able to help. Thank you for the opportunity.

Need a Psychic

April 28, 2015

"Great experience! A lot of good information, and really helpful."
Shan S.

Thank you, Shan Shan!! It was nice meeting you over Skypeand am very glad to be of
service to you. And thank you again for the opportunity. God bless!

Need psychic reading

April 23, 2015

"I just had my reading with Ron and he is such a nice guy. It was on a touchy subject and he really
knew how to help me relax and understand what he was picking up. He even made a prediction
Jeremy H.

another psychic predicted as well...
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Though some things weren't on the dot, he was pretty accurate and I'd recommend him to
anybody. Overall really nice guy I will keep his advice in my mind in regards to what I asked about
for sure.
Thank you Ron!"

Thank you, Jeremy for this great review! It was a pleasure doing your reading and thank
you for choosing me. Please don't hesitate to reach out to me again. :)

Need psychic reading

April 18, 2015

"Hi Ron Sorry it's taken me so long to respond here. Thanks, it was a very nice reading. I've
looked back at my notes several times and most of the things you said really ring true. Good Luck
Kathleen L.

on your Psychic Journey. God Bless"

It's ok, Kathleen. Thank you for a great review for your 30 minute reading. It was my
pleasure!

Need psychic reading

April 12, 2015

Thanks Ashley for your review. I totally appreciate it and appreciate you for reaching out
to me.
Ashley D.
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Need psychic reading

April 11, 2015

"Ron had a great spirit and it was very easy to understand. He got to the root of my problem and
one of the things he mentioned did come to pass. He gave me a sense of relief when I talked to
Holly G.

him. He put my mind at ease about a lot of things. Thank you Ron!! &#128515;&#128515;"

Thank you so much, Holly. It was privilege for you have allowed me to do your reading.

Need a Psychic Reader

April 9, 2015

"I have just had my 1st reading with Ron, He made me feel relaxed and secure. Ron is very good
at what he does. I never felt rushed and he took his time explaining, the messages he was
Susan S.

receiving for me. I was very impressed with his service. That my friend and I have made another
appt for another reading. I would recommend. Ron. He is an excellent spiritualist.
Sue and Donna."

Thank you so much, Susan for your review. I totally appreciate it. And I'm also thankful to
Spirit for leading you both to me and for allowing your loved ones to step forward during
the reading and deliver their messages to you both.

Need a Psychic

April 9, 2015

"I would definitely recommend Ron! He was very patient and accurate with his reading and really
helpful in explaining my concerns. Not only did he give me a sense of comfort and positivity, but
Jesse C.

also shared communication with a loved one. I will without a doubt contact him in the future for my
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spiritual assistance!"

Thank you Jesse for allowing me to do your 30 minute reading. I appreciate your great
review! Thank you so much for that.

Need an Astrology Reader

April 2, 2015

"I've never had a reading before and I'm pleased my first one was with Ron. At first, I was excited
and nervous but we immediately had a connection and I Ron made sure I was comfortable,
Christie I.

relaxed and in he right state of mind before we began.
He was definitely on point with his reading and really opened my eyes and heart to what I've been
going through. He provided information and plans only I would know about.
He is compassionate, professional and truly has a wonderful gift."

Thank you so much for the kind words. It was an honor and a privilege for allowing me to
do your reading. May Spirit shine upon you and bless you, Christie!

Need a Psychic

March 27, 2015

"Wonderful :) accurate. Ron has a wonderful way of making you feel at ease and is willing to
explain everything he's doing :)"
Lauren D.
Thank you so much, Lauren. May Spirit shine upon you and guide you always!
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Need psychic reading

March 18, 2015

"I thought I would only need the first 30 minutes, but we ending up speaking for 2 whole hours! So
much accurate information... it was his first time reading animals and he did my 3 dogs and 2
Amanda M.

horses and he couldn't have been more spot on with them. I can't say enough about my reading
between hearing from my dad, getting more insight on my relationships and finding out I have a
spirit guide who is an old friend of my mom's is just amazing. Thank you Ron!"

Thank you, Amanda for your kind and encouraging words. I'm just happy that Spirit was
able to assist you with your personal life, your beloved animals, and being able to channel
your dad's spirit.

Need psychic reading

March 3, 2015

"Ron was honest and amazing!!!"
Amy W.
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Thank you so much, Amy!!
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